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SHIFTS IN ATTITUDES & ACTIONS
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KEY OUTTAKES:
• A new assurance in the Australian response
• The performance of the health system sits right at the top in customer sentiment
• Greater concern about economic over health impacts
•

People are now more afraid of the collateral damage of the virus, than the virus itself

• The emotional & mental health toll
• The greatest battle currently is emotional: creating anxiety due to isolation, loneliness, loss of
control, job insecurity and fear about what this all means for the future.
• A focus on quality of life & moments that matter

• People are valuing their health & wellbeing more & proactively looking after themselves
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AUSTRALIANS ARE BEGINNING TO FEEL MORE CONFIDENT ABOUT
CORONAVIRUS RESPONSE
The majority of Australians are feeling increasingly
assured that the coronavirus crisis is being brought
under control.
There is growing confidence in the government and,
importantly, the health system which sits right at the
top in customer sentiment on performance (up 7
points).
Newgate Research's weekly tracking study of more
than 1000 Australians, taken between 30th March - 1st
April , has found a significant rebound in the
proportion of people who believe Australia is
responding appropriately to coronavirus, at 56% to
47% last week.

Source: SMH.
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YET, PEOPLE ARE NOW
MORE AFRAID OF THE
COLLATERAL DAMAGE OF
THE VIRUS, THAN THE
VIRUS ITSELF
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FINANCIAL CONCERNS OUTWEIGH MEDICAL CONCERNS
Australians are not oblivious to the fact
that this virus will have a direct impact on
their personal and business finances.

Top concerns for Australians about COVID-19

As such, they will be thinking more about
their own employment & incomes, assets
& debts (home, personal & business),
superannuation, etc. How their insurance
& financial institutions speak to them
during this tough time will have a flow on
effect to any changes they make in the
coming months and years.

The following graph from Facebook &
Kantar showcases what’s currently on the
minds of all Australians right now – battling
both a health and an economic crisis.
They’re more worried about their finances
than they are about falling sick to the
virus.

Source: Facebook, ‘Taking on COVID-19’ report, March 2020, drawing data from Kantar online panels.
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FINANCIAL CONCERNS OUTWEIGH MEDICAL CONCERNS
In new qualitative research from The Lab, very few interviewees
expressed concerns about contracting COVID-19, except for
those more risk adverse or vulnerable.
Rather, the disease has been a catalyst for fuelling insecurities,
and making the vulnerable feel more vulnerable.
“I’ve been stressed about my finances and thinking about how I’m
going to last in the future”

“I am afraid of the social and economic outcomes”

“I feel more stressed and concerned about the economic outlook of
Australia”

Source: The Lab, “COVID-19: The Mind and Mood of Our Nation”. March 27th 2020
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THE REAL BATTLE IS WITHIN
The greatest toll of COVID-19 is emotional, creating anxiety,
due to isolation, loneliness, loss of control, job insecurity and
fear about what this all means for the future.

Source: The Lab, “COVID-19: Brand Navigator”. April 2nd 2020

This anxiety was most prevalent among younger people and
those with dependents (<39 years)
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THE REAL BATTLE IS WITHIN
The top 5 emotions in response to COVID-19 shows the differing responses by generation – older more likely to feel
vulnerability, while younger anxious & frustrated

Source: McCrindle, “How the global pandemic is shaping the sentiment, behaviour and outlook of Australians.” April 2020
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HOWEVER, IT HAS
GENERALLY MADE PEOPLE
VALUE THEIR HEALTH &
WELLBEING MORE
and renew their commitment to proactively
looking after themselves

Source: The Lab, “COVID-19: The Mind and Mood of Our Nation”. March 27th 2020
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WITH MANY BELIEVING THIS IS THE RESET WE ALL NEEDED

A FOCUS ON QUALITY OF LIFE

AND GETTING BACK TO THE THINGS THAT MATTER

62%
AGREE:
“This is the reset we
needed to re-evaluate
how we were living

Source: The Lab, “COVID-19: The Mind and Mood of Our Nation”. March 27th 2020
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OUR RECOMMENDATIONS
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KEY OUTTAKES:
•

Health insurance is less affected as a sector
•

•

Acceleration of digital health services
•

•

Health-related & insurance sectors remained in a strong position globally
An opportunity to break into new habit loops

People expect brands to respond, but must be in line with your position
• Rapidly (re)define your role

•

Positivity & the demonstration of how you are helping is key
•

How you act now will influence how you are perceived post
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IMPACT BY SECTOR: HEALTH INSURANCE REMAINS STRONG
The spread of COVID-19 is causing various shifts in
consumer behaviour. Learning from China, who are
ahead in their experience of the crisis, we know some
sectors will be hit harder than others.
Based on prior disruptions – not least the financial crisis
of 2008/09 – it is likely some of these new behaviours will
have staying power, while others recede as the threat
from Coronavirus declines.
Drawing on insights from 25,000 consumers across 30
markets, Kantar research outlined certain habits and
traits that may take root in the longer term.
Health-related & insurance sectors remained in a strong
position, with 38% of respondents boosting their outlay
on medical insurance.

Source:.
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ACCELERATION OF RECEPTIVITY TO DIGITAL HEALTH SERVICES
For health insurance brands looking to health
innovations, this time sees a major shift in consumer
perception and appetite for digital heath services.

Q: To what extent would you consider using a digital health service instead of visiting your doctor in person?

Belief that digital health appointments are effective
remains consistent across geography, age and
income, but peaks among higher income groups.
However, while only about 15% of people say they’re
definitely not open to them, this rises to over 25%
among boomers. Older consumers will therefore
need the most convincing and reassurance over
their efficacy.
The positive sentiment is most evident among our
key growth demographics of millennials and higher
income individuals.

Source: Global Web Index research, Wave One. Conducted between March 5-12.
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AN OPPORTUNITY TO TRANSFORM
YOUR BUSINESS DIGITALLY
BEHAVIOUR:
CHANGE IN
HYGIENE PRACTICES

THEORY:
HABIT LOOPS
IMPLICATION:
PLANT NEW TRIGGERS
AND BOLSTER ONLINE
PRESENCE

As we highlighted in Part 1 of our ‘Marketing in
a Pandemic’ deck, people have been forced
to change several facets of their behaviour –
particularly around avoiding crowds.
This change can be regarded is positive for
many industries as it offers an opportunity to
break into behaviour loops.
Attitude change often follows behaviour
change, rather than the other way around.
Insurers have an opening to make a long term
impact on health habits – through online
channels.
If people’s experience of online is positive, it
may well enhance their disposition to continue
to engage online. This will accelerate the
naturally-occurring shifts in this direction.

WARC: Applying behavioural science to the coronavirus outbreak: Four key implications for
brands. 2020

Plant new triggers & bolster online presence:
New behaviours and lifestyle norms formed
during the pandemic period have the potential
to persist in the long-term. Using the disrupted
activity to break into habit loops and build
brand relationships may prove valuable.

RAPIDLY DEFINING YOUR POSITION
FUNCTIONAL

“What do we need to tell
our consumers to keep
serving them best?”

1. Essential Services &
Supplies
• Active & essential roles
• Under pressure
• Continue to serve

3. Restricted Behaviours &
Industries
• Encourage pro-social
behaviours
• Damage limitation

HELPING

“How can we keep spirits
up without being tactless
or tasteless?”

“How can we hang in
there and help end this
crisis?”

HURTING

2. Entertainment &
Comfort
• Inform, reassure,
entertain
• Public morale & spirit

4. Discretionary Luxury
• Shift focus
• Get tone right
• Focus on future

“What else can we do
to help?”

EMOTIONAL
Source: WARC.
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ESSENTIAL SERVICES & SUPPLIES: PLAYING A DIRECT ROLE IN THE
COVID-19 RESPONSE
Where brands provide key national services, clarity is key.
Communication takes on the reassuring role of a public service announcement.
Directness is fine: if regular services are suspended, or you need people to stop calling for the greater good, tell them that.
Doing so in a branded, positive way is also fine, and often better - people want trust and reassurance, and brand messages
may cut-through more powerfully.
In times of disrupted supply chains and potential shortages, introducing your brand or communicating availability is
important - but it shouldn’t feel opportunistic.
Use the brand as a powerful way to amplify what you need to say.

Source: WARC.
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PEOPLE WANT HUMAN CONNECTION AND A VOICE THAT'S
CAPABLE OF EMPATHY
Institutions need to ramp up their ability to handle inbound calls and be able
to respond with empathy, even if they’re just FAQ-type questions.
When an automated system fails to solve customers’ problems, it leaves them
frustrated and angry. In those situations, people see them simply as obstacles
to reaching human agents, which damages the company’s reputation.
“The contact centre is critical now because of the high emotional state
people are in,” says Jacobs from Forrester. “It’s such a high stress time.
People’s health and wealth are at risk.”
Contact centres are very much a part of the digital picture, not a relic of
the past. In times of stress, people crave the ability to speak with fellow
humans who are helpful and empathetic.
That will go a long way to building a long-lasting relationship that will
extend well beyond this emergency.

Source: The Financial Brand
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PEOPLE EXPECT BRANDS TO RESPOND
The vast majority of consumers do not think brands need to stop advertising during the
Covid-19 outbreak, although they do expect companies to think about their tone and
messaging, and communicate around values.
A new survey of more than 35,000 consumers globally by Kantar found that just 8%
thought brands should stop advertising. However, there is a clear expectation that
companies should play their part, with 78% of consumers believing brands should help
them in their daily lives, but 74% cautioning that companies should not exploit the
situation.

There is a high level of agreement that brands should use a reassuring tone, offer a
positive perspective and communicate brand values.
Only 30% want to see brands offering discounts and promotions, while 19% want to see
them setting up call centres to help with customer queries. This suggests consumers
understand the difficult position many companies find themselves in.

Source: Kantar COVID-19 barometer report March 2020 .
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PEOPLE WANT HELP RATHER THAN DEALS / PROMOTIONS
Q: “How should brands respond?”
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Should talk about
how they are
helping with our
new daily lives

Should inform
Should NOT exploit
about their efforts
the coronavirus
to face the
situation to
situation
promote the brand

Source: Kantar COVID-19 barometer report March 2020 .
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PEOPLE TRUST A COMBINED BRAND/GOVERNMENT APPROACH
The effort to tackle the novel coronavirus outbreak will be more
effective if governments and business work together, rather than
government alone, according to research from Edelman.

Twice as many people believe brands working with
government will be more effective than government alone

Across the 10 markets surveyed, one-fifth (20%) believe government
alone can most effectively tackle the virus. However, this rises to nearly
one-half (45%) when government and business work together as a
team.
Businesses should support government efforts rather than lead them. In
none of the 10 markets did more than 8% of consumers say business
alone is most effective.
One way brands can support the work of governments is by sharing
key information. By taking a proactive role, brands can gain trust and
respect, something that may last even when the outbreak ends.
However, to be effective, brands need to be continually listening to
the customer and deliver real action rather than just words.

Source: WARC.
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BEST & BAD PRACTICE
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AU

HEART FOUNDATION
The Heart Foundation is using media to inform Australians with heart disease
about their increased risk of complications from COVID-19.
They have begun a six-week campaign including print ads in News Corp’s
regional and metro mastheads, a lift-out in The West Australian, a 30-second
TVC across Seven and Foxtel, capital city radio sports, and digital advertising on
Facebook, Google and News Corp titles.
The campaign’s key message is: “If you have heart disease, you are more
vulnerable to severe COVID-19 complications.”
Chief marketing officer Chris Taylor said this campaign is running to ensure
people with heart conditions have the appropriate and relevant information to
support them during this critical time.
“We want to remind all Australians – and particularly those at higher risk due to
heart disease – that we are here for them. While this is a novel condition and
many things about it are still unknown, relevant messages need to be delivered
quickly to those at high risk of complications from COVID-19.”

Source: Mumbrella.
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AU

HBF INSURANCE
This is a ‘What to do’ less because of the specifics of the ad, and more
because of their commitment to brand building when their ‘HBF Run for a
Reason’ charity event had to be cancelled.
The TVC will be supported by press, radio and social, and is also notable due
to its use of crowdsourced imagery which feels authentic and sensitive to
the times.
Using clips sourced people self-isolating and working from home, and
backed by the track ‘Alright’ by Mike Young, the spot aims for a reassuring
brand message and was inspired by good news stories from around the
world.
The campaign, created by Cummins & Partners, follows HBF having to
cancel its ‘HBF Run for a Reason’ charity event, which was anticipating
30,000 participants.
Lou Ardagh, HBF head of marketing, said: “We wanted to remind West
Australians and our members that we’re here for them, and we know they
have the strength and resilience to get through this. These good news
stories, as well as our inspiration, became the backbone of the campaign.”
Source: HBF Youtube, Mumbrella.
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GRAZIA
A much more meaningful form of symbolism that logo spacing. U.K.
Fashion magazine Grazia replaced its usual celebrity cover stars with
NHS front line staff in multiple covers for a dedicated special issue titled
“From the Frontline” celebrating health workers.
According to Grazia, the photographs were taken under strict social
distancing rules. “shot in a matter of minutes in the car parks of NHS
hospitals, maintaining social distancing, before Dr Janitha Gowribalan,
Dr Rosena Allin-Khan, paramedic Sarah Blanchard and nurse
Richenda Browne went back to their day jobs – saving lives,” Editor
Hattie Brett said in a statement.
“Undoubtedly there are many heroes that have emerged over the last
few weeks – from delivery drivers and supermarket workers to teachers
keeping classrooms open. But those on the frontline, most exposed to
the virus, are the NHS workers. They’re going above and beyond to
battle the physical and emotional effects of Covid-19 – risking their
own lives to help us all. We owe them all enormous gratitude; and this
week’s issue of Grazia is our attempt to say thank you to the NHS and
let their workers send a clear message to us all.

Source: The Drum, AdAge.
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HEADSPACE
Mental health has been a core underlying concern during the
pandemic, with an increase in the number of people who experiencing
issues with anxiety or depression.
The headspace app is offering free meditation to help weather the
storm
The paid subscription meditation app has opened up a free space on its
service, “Weathering the storm” which should also prove a smart
sampling device.
It explained in an email, “[Weathering the storm] includes meditation,
sleep, and movement exercises designed to help guide you through this.
It’s our small way of helping you find some space and kindness for
yourself, and those around you.”

Source: WARC.
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CLAP FOR OUR CARERS
Another U.K. example but it demonstrates the standing the NHS has with the
public. An organisation called Clap for our Carers, urged the U.K. population
to applaud NHS staff in a mass display of support and solidarity for frontline
medical workers tackling the coronavirus pandemic.
Many hundreds of thousands of Britons came together at 8pm- in what is
now a weekly event – to clap outside their front doors and from the windows
of their homes to thank NHS staff and carers in the fight against coronavirus.
Media owners, including out-of-home companies, offered inventory to
advertise the initiative and Channel 4 teamed up with 39 advertisers for a
special ad break in support of the NHS.
Those who take part have also been encouraged to live stream or film the
event and upload the footage to social media with the caption
#clapforourcarers.

Source:. Clap For Our Carers, Independent, Campaign Live.
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AXA Singapore
AXA Singapore has announced a SG$500,000
care package for its customers that are affected
by COVID-19.

AXA encouraged its employees, tied
representatives, and customers to donate
blood.

Its existing and new individual life and general
insurance customers who are hospitalised due
to COVID-19 will receive a cash benefit of
SG$200 per day of hospitalisation, up to a
maximum of 90 days. In case of death due to
COVID-19, a SG$20,000 lump sum will be paid
out.

AXA will donate SG$30 to The Courage Fund for
every employee, tied representative or
customer, who donates blood during this
period, up to a maximum of SG$50,000.

The company will double the benefit for its
customers that are frontline healthcare workers,
as a gesture of appreciation for their efforts and
sacrifices in caring for patients.
AXA is offering a full premium refund for those
who decide to cancel their travel plans and
request a cancellation of their travel policy.

Furthermore, the insurer will donate 100 care
packs to cancer patients, survivors and their
families. Each care pack includes a
thermometer, face masks, hand sanitiser, hand
wash, and vitamin C tablets.
As we’ve seen in previous crises such as the
Japanese tsunami in 2011, this kind of positive
and decisive response from insurers can
permanently reshape perceptions, cement
customer loyalty and renew trust within the
category as a whole.

The company also responded to the Singapore
Red Cross’s appeal for more blood donors.
Source: PWC, Insurance Business Magazine.
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AU

TAL LIFE INSURANCE
TAL moved to cut off payouts to customers who
die from COVID-19, including frontline doctors
fighting the deadly virus.
An internal document from insurer TAL, obtained
by the ABC, revealed the company had begun
adding an exclusion clause for the coronavirus
in new insurance policies.
"No benefit will be payable under this cover for
any claim resulting directly or indirectly from
COVID-19, any related condition or infection or
any complication thereof“. The exclusion applies
to some policies sold through insurance brokers
or directly by TAL, but does not affect existing
customers or people who take out life insurance
through their superannuation.
TAL said the exclusion had so far been inserted in
"only a very small number of new customer
policies". "If during the underwriting process it has
been determined that they have recently
travelled abroad, or are showing symptoms of
COVID-19, or are in high risk groups (broadly
based on current government guidelines), then
these customers will be individually assessed,

and individual underwriting terms may be
offered," the statement said.

In its statement, TAL dismissed concerns that
applying the exclusion to doctors could
discourage them from treating patients with
COVID-19.
"All existing TAL customers, including doctors,
nurses and medical professionals on the
frontline, can be assured they are fully covered
for COVID-19," it said.
"All new customers can also be assured that they
are fully covered for COVID-19, unless in cases
where an individual underwriting decision has
been applied."
Chair of the Australian Medical Association's
Ethics and Medico-Legal Committee, said:
"It's their financial choice to be doing that, but I'll
let the court of public opinion decide whether
this is a fair thing for them to be doing at this
point in time."

Source: ABC.
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